A telemonitoring platform for the investigation of blood pressure profiles in pacemaker patients.
Rate responsive pacemakers (PM) use different strategies to adapt the patient paced rate, with the aim of having the best hemodynamic performance in response to internal or external conditions. Closed-loop stimulation (CLS) uses intracardiac impedance as a sensor principle. The evaluation of impact of different pacing modalities and technologies on the blood pressure (BP) profiles is mainly investigated in short-term laboratory settings, mainly due to the need of reliable daily-based BP values. The impact of CLS pacing on systemic blood pressure (BP) has been studied on short term basis, but data on long term effects are scarse. This study present a telemedicine platform designed for evaluating the effect of the rate responsive technology on daily systolic and diastolic BP data. BP and pacemaker data were collected daily from fourteen patients during a 3 month period. The total number of monitoring days was 1277 (91 day/patient), for a total number of 4455 BP measures. On average 3.5 measure/day/patient were received). The analysis of the BP data showed that CLS pacing results in diastolic pressure closer to the normal values than accelerometer-based pacing, which were associated to lower diastolic pressures.